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1. Introduction

Non-invasive epileptic source localization techniques, relying on interictal activity in the EEG and mainly motivated by the need for presurgical localization of the epileptic focus in intractable focal epilepsy, have been widely studied and validated (Blume et al., 2001; Ebersole, 2000; Gavaret et al., 2009; Lantz et al., 2003; Michel et al., 2004; Zumsteg et al., 2005, 2006). Source localization methods most often utilize electric source imaging (ESI), a technique which applies various mathematical algorithms and constraining neurophysiological hypotheses on scalp electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings in order to reconstruct the three dimensional brain electrical activity (reviewed in Michel et al., 2004). Correlation of such modeling with actual intra-cerebral recordings is not always straightforward and some focal deep sources do not seem to have surface representation sufficient for stable modeling (Merlet & Gotman, 2001). Advantage may also be taken of extracranial magnetic fields (MEG) which like scalp electric potentials are due to current density distribution that arises from post-synaptic processes of underlying neuronal populations. The MEG forms the basis for the various versions of low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA), which have been advanced to tackle the solution of the inverse problem (the 3D reconstruction of electric neuronal activity based on extracranial measurements) (Pascual-Marqui, 2002).

Metabolic imaging investigations are considered not suitable to study the temporal dynamics of seizures due to poor temporal resolution. Yet, a new and rapidly developing non-invasive imaging technique of EEG-correlated functional magnetic resonance imaging (EEG-fMRI) which maps regional changes in cerebral oxygenation and blood flow that are time-locked to interictal epileptiform discharges (IED) identified on the simultaneously recorded EEG, can identify metabolic activations correlated to IEDs (Vulliemoz et al., 2009).
Due to its high temporal resolution, EEG is the most frequently used non-invasive method for the diagnosis of epilepsy and for localizing its source. However, the cortical potentials are severely attenuated by bone and soft tissues as they spread to the scalp, requiring amplification that facilitates contamination by muscular and external potentials with a low signal-to-noise ratio. The scalp recording is hence a mixture of neural signals, artifacts and noise, causing the identification of epileptic activity and its origin to be a challenging quest, even for experienced clinicians. Thus, there is still a great need for efficient signal processing methods in order to clean the signal and localize its neural sources.

During the last decade, blind source separation (BSS) has been successfully used for various EEG-processing applications, including artifact rejection (Bouzida et al., 2005; Frank & Frishko, 2007; James & Gibson, 2003; Shoker et al., 2005; Xue et al., 2006), discrimination of mental tasks in healthy individuals (Chiappa & Barber, 2005; Liu et al., 2004; Makeig et al., 2004; Sutherland & Tanga, 2006), localization of abnormal brain signals (Latif & Sanei, 2005; Richards, 2004; Zhukov et al., 2000) and diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (Cichocki et al., 2005).

Several attempts have been made to extract epileptic signals using BSS. It has been demonstrated that removal of artifacts using BSS improves seizure detection (Liu et al., 2004). While many studies addressed the problem of seizure recognition, identifying the epileptic source out of separated components was in most cases done subjectively by visual inspection (Hesse & James, 2005; James & Lowe, 2000; Kobayashi et al., 1999). Other workers, e.g. Jing & Sanei (2007), employed clinical information concerning the location of the epileptic focus and prior assumptions regarding its frequency. Faul and colleagues (2005) and Jarchi and colleagues (2009) developed a method for seizure source localization based on a complexity measure and singular value fraction. These studies relied on the different temporal characteristics of normal EEG activity and pre-ictal/ictal signals, the latter consisting of slower, rhythmic activity, spikes or spike and wave complexes. The flexibility of fuzzy clustering algorithms (Bezdek, 1981) enables them to uncover hidden states without forcing a priori constraints on cluster features. This has been used by researchers to identify brain states based on EEG activity, following previous feature extraction. Geva and Kerem (1998) used a fuzzy clustering algorithm (Gath & Geva, 1989) following wavelets analysis on pre-ictal recordings to classify brain states and forecast epileptic seizures. Chang and Po (2005) used wavelet analysis followed by fuzzy k-means clustering to track brain states of meditation from EEG recordings. Others had since used a similar clustering procedure for classifying polymorphic seizures according to their similarity in feature space (Meier et al., 2008).

With the rising popularity of BSS for EEG analysis, its ability to extract features for further clustering was highlighted. In fact, BSS is able to distinguish between overlapping clusters, a feat not possible otherwise. Hallez and colleagues (2007) have shown that the use of BSS to filter noise and artifacts prior to dipole estimation and clustering of the dipoles improved the localization. Makeig et al (2004) clustered scalp maps and activity power spectra of independent components drawn from EEGs of subjects performing visual tasks. They were able to identify clusters with functionally distinct activity patterns such as eye movements and muscle artifacts.

Since the epileptic activity patterns are likely to change over time, attempting to identify them by their temporal/spectral structures alone may prove problematic. Imposing constraints on the nature of the epileptic activity may also reduce the likelihood of identifying it. Thus, there is a call for an unsupervised method that will blindly extract and
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localize the epileptic signals. Since in patients with partial/focal epilepsy there is a single (or a few) focus (i) which triggers an epileptic seizure, it was decided to search for sources with a similar spatial distribution on the scalp, but not necessarily with similar temporal characteristics. For this purpose, a method is here proposed which combines BSS and cluster analysis procedures. The BSS procedure is used to separate the temporal components of the epileptic source from noise and background neural activity. Then a cluster analysis procedure is implemented on topographic maps of the BSS components. The motivation for the latter is the fact that focal epileptic activity tends to originate from the same small brain region (or neuronal population), which is expected to produce a cluster of spatially restricted (not scattered) maps of the epileptic BSS components on the scalp. Even if and when the pre-ictal activity is projected from the source to other distinct and restricted brain locations such as the contra-lateral lobe (Baumgartner et al., 1995), it is still expected that member maps of the ‘epileptic-source cluster’ would be the least expanded. The method is tested on twelve patients with source-localized focal epilepsy who were video-monitored as part of their pre-surgical evaluation. The obtained results show that the method is a promising tool for accurate detection of focal activity on the scalp.

In Section 2, the method is derived and in Section 3 results of its application on the EEG of epileptic patients are validated against the clinical source localization. Conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2. A method for scalp localization of the epileptic zone

In Section 2.1, the data acquisition and preprocessing steps are described then in Section 2.2, topological maps of the BSS components are constructed for EEG time windows, which are likely to contain information on the epileptic focus. In Section 2.3, a clustering procedure of the maps is developed and finally, by employing general clinical knowledge on an epileptic focus, a procedure is derived for the identification and localization of the latter in a given patient.

2.1 Data acquisition and EEG preprocessing

Data acquisition and noise reduction preprocessing of the EEG signals have crucial influence on the efficiency of the BSS and cluster analysis procedures. From each of 12 patients several (2-7) EEG records of variable lengths (0.8-35.5 min) were obtained, up to but excluding the seizure (see Table 1). EEG was recorded from 27 electrodes placed according to the 10-20 system, using a 128-channel digital acquisition unit (Bio-Logic, USA). The sampling rate was set to 256Hz and an input bandpass filter with the range of 0.3-100Hz was applied. All electrodes were referenced to a common electrode (FCz).

EEG recordings from the scalp are severely contaminated with noise and artifacts, since the high resistance of the skull attenuates the neural signals, resulting in low signal-to-noise ratios. Moreover, there are many potential localized non-neural sources of electrical activity on the scalp, such as eye, eyelid, tongue or jaw movements, scalp muscle activity and cardiac activity, that produce scalp potentials as large as, or even larger than the EEG in general and the epileptic activity in particular (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006). At very low frequencies, muscle movement artifacts mainly overpower the neurological signals. Since epileptic activity is known to occur at relatively high frequencies, a 1.5-40 Hz finite impulse response bandpass filter (Proakis & Manolakis, 2007) was also applied on the EEG signals.
Brain activity is constantly changing, resulting in changes of the statistical properties of the EEG signal (Sanei & Chambers, 2007). In order to attain signal stationarity which is required by the BSS methods and in order to minimize loss of information, the EEG processing was replicated on 50% overlapping windows (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) of 60 seconds duration, a length found suitable in a preliminary study.

Fig. 1 presents pre-processed EEG during the final five seconds of a 60 s window of Patient #2 (Tables 1 and 2). Pre-seizure epileptic activity is observed in temporo-occipital electrodes bilaterally. The suspected epileptic focus in this patient was the left temporal lobe (predominantly recorded in electrode T5). This was also validated using 64 electrode sub-dural grids and sub temporal strip (8x2) electrodes, implanted prior to resection of the temporal lobe.

Fig. 1. Preprocessed EEG signals for patient #2.

2.2 Topological maps of BSS components

In the first stage of the presented method, BSS was employed for the reconstruction of neural (true EEG) and extra-neural components in the filtered electrical recordings. The input for the BSS procedure was the pooled EEG recordings (all pre-seizure records) of each patient. As mentioned above, pre-ictal and inter-ictal scalp recordings are a mixture of normal neural activity, epileptic neural activity, non-neural potentials (e.g. scalp and eye muscles) and external artifacts. Using the linear BSS method, it was assumed that the measured activity is a weighted sum of multiple independent sources. Delorme & Makeig (2004) have shown that the linear model is a good approximation of the source mixing into the EEG recordings. In addition, it was concluded that the electrical fields of the recorded EEG are practically independent because neural and extra-neural activities are anatomically and physiologically separate processes (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000), which motivated the use of independent component techniques (Hyvärinen et al., 2001) for BSS in this work.
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For the present case, the linear BSS model can be expressed as follows in matrix notations:

$$\hat{s}(t) = Wx(t), \quad (1)$$

where vector $x(t)$ comprises the recorded EEG signals $\{x_j(t)\}_{j=1}^n$ from each of $n$ electrodes, ($n=27$ in this application) of a given 60 sec time window of a given patient, vector $\hat{s}(t)$ with elements $\{\hat{s}_i(t)\}_{i=1}^n$, which gives the restorations of the separated sources and $W$ is a demixing matrix computed by a BSS procedure. After trying out in a preliminary study the most popular linear BSS procedures (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995; Belouchrani et al., 1997; Cardoso, 1999; Hyvärinen, 1999; Ziehe & Müller, 1998; Ziehe et al., 2004) for their ability to localize the epileptic foci by our method, Infomax (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995) was chosen as being the most suitable. The Infomax method was used to compute $W$ for each 60 s time window and then a topographic map of the restorations $\{\hat{s}_i(t)\}_{i=1}^n$ (1) was created by a back-projecting technique (Makeig et al., 1997):

$$x_{bpj}(i) = \left(W_{i}^{-1}\right)^T \hat{s}_{i}(t), \quad (2)$$

where $T$ denotes transpose operation, $W_{i}^{-1}$ is the $i^{th}$ column of $W^{-1}$ being the inverse of the demixing matrix $W$ and $x_{bpj}(i)$ is a back-projected vector comprising activities $x_{bpj}(i)$ at locations $j=1,2,...,n$ on the scalp implied by the restoration $\hat{s}_{i}(t)$.

Following Jung et al (2001), for each EEG time window and for each $\hat{s}_{i}(t)$, a unique time instance is computed:

$$t_{i}^* = \text{arg max}_{t} \hat{\text{Var}}_{i}^{j}(t), \quad (3)$$

$$\hat{\text{Var}}_{i}^{j}(t) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( x_{i,1}^{j}(t) - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} x_{i,1}^{j}(t) \right)^2, \quad (4)$$

where $\hat{\text{Var}}_{i}^{j}(t)$ denotes sample variance of the back projected activities $x_{bpj}(i)$ $j=1,2,...,n$. Following this, a vector is constructed:

$$B_{i}^{j} = [x_{i,1}^{j}(t_1^*),...,x_{i,n}^{j}(t_1^*)]^T, \quad (5)$$

comprising the back projected activities at time $t_1^*$ for each EEG time window and each $\hat{s}_{i}(t)$.

The topographic maps can be conceptually grasped as depicting the spatial manifestation of a given separated source. Inter-ictal epileptic activity in focal epilepsy is thought to be restricted to a small localized brain volume. Therefore, it is assumed that the back projected quantities $\{x_{bpj}(t_1^*)\}_{j=1}^n$ at the locations $j=1,2,...,n$ on the scalp are not likely to represent epileptic activity if ‘hot’ regions are relatively widely distributed. Hence, $Pe(t)$ is defined:
as a measure of the likelihood of $B_{yp}^i$ to represent epileptic activity and it is proposed to define and reject $B_{yp}^i$ (5) as being non epileptic, if $Pe(i) < 10\%$. For illustration, in Figure 2a the restorations $\{\hat{s}_i(t)\}_{i=1}^n$ for the $\{x_i(t)\}_{j=1}^n$ shown in Figure 1 are presented. An expert EEG analyst would recognize epileptic-like activity in $\hat{s}_i(t)$ restorations: $i = 5-8, 13-15$ and 19, most of which indeed display highly non uniform heat maps of the values of $\{x_{yp}^i(t,*)\}_{j=1}^n$ (5) (Figure 2b). The latter are reflected by large values of their $Pe(i)$ (6) (in the range of 15-61\%), which indicate a strong orientation to a specific location on the scalp. It is again noteworthy that such orientation in this patient involves diverse scalp locations (temporal, and occipital, bilaterally). It should also be noted that localized heat maps and high $Pe(i)$ s can also be seen in restorations such as $i = 17$ and 21, that are seemingly not associated with epileptic activity. The latter may be artifacts or other brain signals that are not expected to reoccur systematically and with a fixed spatial representation throughout the pre-ictal period, and as such will not be grouped by the clustering of the BSS topographic maps, described in the next section.

2.3 Clustering of the BSS topographic maps

After computing $B_{yp}^i$s (5) for all overlapping 60 s windows obtained from several pre-seizure time interval recordings for a single patient, all $B_{yp}^i$s having $Pe(i) > 10\%$ are collated as being potentially epileptic. Similar $B_{yp}^i$s are then grouped by a cluster analysis method. In preliminary trials, an attractive accuracy in focus localization was found by using unsupervised fuzzy clustering analysis, employing a correlation distance (Gath & Geva, 1989):

$$d(B_{yp}^i, B_{yp}^{**}) = 1 - \frac{B_{yp}^i \cdot B_{yp}^{**}}{\|B_{yp}^i\| \|B_{yp}^{**}\|}$$

(7)

where $B_{yp}^i$ and $B_{yp}^{**}$ denote arbitrary vectors of $B_{yp}^i$ (5) and $\|\|$ is the L2 norm of the vectors. The efficacy of $d(B_{yp}^i, B_{yp}^{**})$ in this case may stem from its invariance to rotation and dilation (Duda et al., 2000), which seems to be critical for the grouping of epileptic $B_{yp}^i$s.

The cluster analysis procedure results in K groups of $B_{yp}^i$s (K being set by a validation criterion explained in Gath & Geva (1989)), for each of which the following statistics are computed:

1. The averaged sample variance
\[ \hat{V}^{(k)} = \frac{1}{n} \text{trace} \left( \hat{S}^{(i)}_{bp} \right), \quad k = 1, 2, ..., K \]  

(8)

where \( \hat{S}^{(i)}_{bp} \) is the sample covariance matrix of \( B_p \)'s in group \( k \).

2. The average \( \text{Pe}(i) \) value (6) of \( B_p \)'s in group \( k \), denoted by \( \bar{\text{Pe}}^{(i)}_k \), \( k = 1, ..., K \).

The values of these two statistics for \( m \) members of each group are arranged in descending order, after which \( \text{Score}^{(k)} \) and \( \text{ScorePe}^{(k)} \) are defined, assigning score 1 for the largest value and \( K \) for the smallest.

The two scores are joined in an index:

\[ l^{(k)}_{e,a} = \frac{K + \text{ScorePe}^{(i)}_k - \text{Score}^{(k)}}{2(K-1)+1} \]  

(9)

having a range of \( 0 \leq l^{(k)}_{e,a} \leq 1 \), which is normalized for each patient:

\[ \bar{l}^{(k)}_{e,a} = \frac{l^{(k)}_{e,a} - l^{\min}_{e,a}}{l^{\max}_{e,a} - l^{\min}_{e,a}} \]  

(10)

with \( l^{\min}_{e,a} = \min_k \left\{ l^{(k)}_{e,a} \right\} \), \( l^{\max}_{e,a} = \max_k \left\{ l^{(k)}_{e,a} \right\} \). The normalized index \( \bar{l}^{(k)}_{e,a} \) has similar extremum values of 0 and 1 for all patients. The expression \( l^{(k)}_{e,a} \) (9) reflects the accepted medical knowledge for the pre-ictal activity. For a group (cluster) of \( B_p \)'s which is most likely to represent epileptic activity (henceforth: ‘epileptic group’), \( l^{(k)}_{e,a} \) tends to have a small value, implying a low value of \( \hat{V}^{(k)} \) (8) and/or a high value of \( \bar{\text{Pe}}^{(k)} \).

The means of the \( B_p \)'s (5) within the groups are then computed, which are denoted by:

\[ \overline{B}^{(k)}_{bp} = \left[ \overline{x}_{bp}^{(k)}, ..., \overline{x}_{bp}^{(k)} \right]^T, \quad k = 1, 2, ..., K. \]  

(11)

Finally, a number \( j^{(k)} \) is calculated:

\[ j^{(k)} = \arg \max \left\{ \overline{x}_{bp}^{(k)} \right\}_{i=1}^n \]  

(12)

being the EEG scalp electrode number (1-27) having the highest mean activity value \( \overline{x}_{bp}^{(k)} \) (5) within group \( k \). The number \( j^{(k)} \) for the ‘epileptic group’ is likely to indicate the EEG electrode with the closest orientation to the epileptic brain focus and thus, the most appropriate to represent its reflection upon the surface of the scalp.
Fig. 2. BSS results for patient # 2. (a) BSS restorations $s_i(t)$, $i = 1, \ldots, n$ obtained from $\{x_{ji}(t)\}_{j=1}^{n}$ in Figure 1. (b) Heat maps of the values $x^*_{ij}(t, *)$ (5) at points $j = 1, 2, \ldots, n$ on the scalp. $Pe_i(t)$ values (6) are shown above each map.
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The model’s results for patient #2 are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a presents the heat maps of $\mathbf{B}_{\text{up}}^{(k)}$ (11) for the three of seven groups identified by the cluster analysis, having the smallest values of the index $I_{e,a}^{(k)}$ (10), given in parentheses over the maps. They are reminiscent of restorations 5,6 and 7 of Figure 2, the latter being members in clusters $K=1$, 2 and 3, respectively. For completeness, Figures 3b,c present the values of $\mathbf{P}^{(k)}_V$ and $\mathbf{P}^{(k)}_e$, respectively, for all seven groups. The first group ($K=1$), with $I_{e,a}^{(1)}=0$, is the “epileptic group”. The number $J^{(k)}$ computed by (12) suggests that the epileptic focus is mostly reflected in electrode T5. Groups 2 and 3 are projections to the contra-lateral hemisphere, which interestingly scored higher than the map centered over T3, yet trailed the ‘epileptic group’ considerably. Non-epileptic restorations in this patient (e.g. numbers 17 and 21 in Figure 2) either did not form clusters or formed clusters with high $I_{e,a}^{(k)}$ values.

3. Experimental results

The results obtained by the proposed method on 12 patients are now presented. Table 1 lists the relevant clinical information.
The clinical material contains five cases (patients 1-4, 7) with focal lateral temporal lobe epilepsy, two cases (patients 8, 9) with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, three (patients 10-12) with frontal lobe epilepsy and two (patients 5, 6) with a focus in the parietal lobe. The location of the suspected epileptic brain region was determined by the clinical neurophysiologist and correlated with brain MRI images or inter-ictal SPECT. For six cases (# 1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 11) additional validation for the localization of the epileptic region was obtained using invasive recordings (IR) by intracranial (mostly sub-dural) electrodes implanted prior to surgical resection of the epileptic brain region. Two to seven scalp EEG strips were obtained from each patient (Table 1), all ending at the seizure’s onset. The clinical onset time of seizures was determined by the clinical neurophysiologist based on video-EEG recorded data (seizure onset was determined as the first sign of a seizure - either clinically or neurophysiologically). In figure 4, the IR verification method results are shown for patient #2.

Figure 5a illustrates an MRI scan of patient #5 showing a suspected dysplastic cortical lesion in the left parietal region (arrow). Cortical dysplasia is a developmental cortical lesion in which neurons fail to migrate properly and is frequently associated with epilepsy. The epileptic region in many cases is in close proximity to the dysplastic brain region. In Figure 5b, the results for focal localization (heat map of $k_{BP}$ (11) corresponding to the smallest $I_{e,a}$ (10)) are shown, pointing on the same left parietal origin.

In Table 2 the result obtained for the 12 study patients are summarized. In all patients, the epileptic source was lateralized correctly. This achievement is not trivial when being reminded that it is not based on any temporal relations but only on average spatial spread. In 9 cases (patients Nos 1-5, 7,9,10 and 12) the smallest value of $I_{e,a}$ (10) for the heat map of $k_{BP}$ was obtained with correct identification of $f^{(1)}$ as being closest to the focus.
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Fig. 4. Verification of focus localization for patient #2. Invasive recordings (a) from a grid of sub-dural electrodes implanted over the left anterior lateral temporal lobe of the patient (b). This focus is closest to the T5 scalp electrode, the same one identified by the proposed method (see Fig. 3a).
Fig. 5. Focus localization for patient #5. (a) MRI brain scan. The arrow points on the left parietal region, under surface electrodes P3,C3. (b) Heat map of $\hat{R}_{bp}$ (11) of the group with the lowest value of $\hat{j}_{i,a}^{(k)}$ (10), pointing to the same left parietal origin and two surface electrodes.

For the other 3 patients (marked by *) questionable consistency was obtained with clinical observation. In patient 6, the center of the detected epileptic cluster was not focused around one specific electrode but was equally distant from three surface electrodes and hence the $\hat{j}_{i,a}^{(k)}$ of the actual closest scalp electrode was not the lowest (although having a relatively small value). Patient 8 had mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) which was difficult to localize clinically. In patients with this affliction, interictal epileptiform discharges arising from restricted and deep cortical areas such as the hippocampus may be hardly distinguishable from background EEG activity or may even remain undetected on scalp EEG recordings (i.e. Nayak et al., 2004). Hence, the results of the method concerning this patient were defined as questionable. More cases with MTLE need be analyzed in order to assess the method’s applicability to this major variant of focal epilepsy. Patient #11 had a frontal focus (closest to FP1) and hence it was harder to detect due to blinking artifacts affecting that region. This problem has recently been successfully resolved using a constrained BSS procedure (Shoker et al., 2005).
### Present findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epileptic heat maps having smallest $I_{c,s}^{(i)}$</th>
<th>$j^{(i)}$</th>
<th>clinical localization</th>
<th>Patient №</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 1" /></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Left Temporal (T3-T5)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 2" /></td>
<td>T5</td>
<td>Left temporal (T5)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 3" /></td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>Right temporal (T4-T6)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 4" /></td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Left temporal (A1-T3)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 5" /></td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Left centro-parietal (C3-P3)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 6" /></td>
<td>F4</td>
<td>Right centro-parietal (C4-P4)</td>
<td>6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 7" /></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Left temporal lobe (T3)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 8" /></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Left mesial temporal lobe</td>
<td>8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 9" /></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Left temporal (T3)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 10" /></td>
<td>F7</td>
<td>Left fronto-parietal (F7)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 11" /></td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>Left fronto-temporal (F9)</td>
<td>11*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Epileptic Heat Map 12" /></td>
<td>F8</td>
<td>Right frontal (F4-F8)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Patients’ focus localization
4. Summary and conclusions

In this chapter a method is introduced for localizing an epileptic source, exploiting information from scalp electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings. Blind source separation (BSS) and cluster analysis are combined with generally known pathological features of the epileptic focus. The combination of these unsupervised methods allows us to detect hidden epileptic patterns, at times, unrevealed by other means. The proposed method may help minimize the number and extent of invasive electrodes used in ambiguous cases, when surface EEG recordings do not offer a definite diagnosis. It should be stressed that the method is not intended to replace the expert clinical evaluation; rather, it has been designed to focus the clinician’s attention on regions which are more likely to harbor the source of the epileptic activity and which may merit a more careful anatomical (using MRI) or neurophysiological evaluation.

In the derivation of the method, we first describe the data acquisition and preprocessing of the EEG signals, steps that have crucial influence on the following steps. BSS is then employed for restoration of independent neural and extra-neural components in the EEG signals. The seizure in focal epilepsy is thought to arise in a small brain volume. Based on this assumption, a measure $P_i(6)$ is derived for the likelihood of the BSS back-projected quantities $B_{ip} (5)$ to represent epileptic activity. Then, similar $B_{ip}$s with above-threshold $P_i(6)$ are grouped by a cluster analysis method. Finally, an index $I_{i_d} (10)$ is derived, which indicates the group of $B_{ip}$s most likely to represent epileptic activity. By identifying this group and its dominant electrode we actually localize the epileptic focus.

We then present results of the method, as applied on twelve patients having prior invasive neuro-physiological verification of the actual localization of the epileptic focus. Correct lateralization was achieved for all 12 patients. For nine of the twelve patients the method pinpointed the scalp location closest to epileptic focus. For the other three patients, questionable consistency with clinical observation was obtained. Being automated and unsupervised, the method is a promising tool for pre-surgical evaluation.
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